
DESIGN YOUR PLACES WITH MODERN ERA TABLE BASES... 

GET INSPIRED WITH ERA

RESTAURANTS & COFFEE SHOPS & BARS





All models work wherever and however they are needed to. 

If you are looking for table bases for indoor dining area or for cafe seating , the ERA Bases 

would be perfect . Bases are well constructed and perfectly appropriate for indoors and 

outdoors…

Table bases offers solid construction, handsome looks and the durability that place owners 

need  for heavy customer use and frequent cleaning. With a bright finish and  straightforward 

design , this table base range can fit nearly any dining area style like in in European bistros 

, new sushi bars , happening bars , Italian pizzeria or any French type cafe , likewise in hotels...



KITCHENS & HOMES

Elegant Table Bases which can be used in mainly at homes & kitchens , restaurants , bars , 

cafes , bistros even in offices . We mainly produce steel part and combine with Timber Legs in 

order to present High quality and trendy Table Legs with adjustment feature. Sometimes what 

you need is just so simple and uncomplicated but you just can not figure it out ... So, it is 

here...  



DINING ROOMS & OFFICES

We produce decorative Legs from thick profiles which are suitable also for heavy wooden 

tops. You can find different kind of decorative and Hairpin Legs for all kind of Tables and 

Coffee tables , mainly used under office tables , dining room tables , restaurant tables , cafe 

tables . We also give OEM service for your customized models...



OFFICES

These trendy models are perfect for office interiors due to their ergonomics and designs . They 

can be also used in conference rooms  , meeting rooms and similar places upon needs.  

Decorative Table Base Models are great option for an office decoration also for open plan 

offices. We manufacture and present variety of colors to choose from, and materials and 

trendy styles designed to provide the most flexibility when designing tables in offices. These 

models are also great option for usage in Schools. 



Follow us on Instagram "erafittingsco"


